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SUEMISSION CF VTE'JS ON THE INVESTIGATION OF CHEATING AT TMI

We request that the Board d.irect the Staff to further investigate

the policies or attitude cf Licenseo's management which may appear to

condone cheating, and which have allowed cheating to occur on exams on

several occasions. This investigation should focus on management response

to earlier incidents and to the present incident, and en management

policies and operator attitudes towards cheating. We are not'asking

the Board to reopen the record on our behalf, but do note that this

is an especially important issue which has bearing not only on the

qualifications and training of the operators, but which reveals the

Licensee's "new" management in action, and we think it proper. for the

Board and the Commission to probe deeper than the Staff did for the

limited purpose of an enforcement action.

The " mock" exams of early April,1981, were administered ando om
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"O graded by the Licensee; the OIE report states that the two suspect
$
go individuals admitted cheating on that exam also. Has the Staff reviewed
" 0

pho" those test papers to see if answers were rensrlably similar? We
8* 9!|
go, understand that the Staff might normally not review mock exams, but in
ouo
@$m this case, if the exams were similar and the Licensce's graders failed

to detect similarities, we feel this would reveal fault in the Licensee's
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management snd administration of License exams.

Has the Staff interviewed all of the management personnel

who sat for the mock and IiRC exams, and if not why not. End arg

of them heafd the rumors of cheating? Which management personnel

sat with the suspected individuals for as many as four days all day

without noting that the persons in the front were exchanging papers?

When did Mr. Arnold become aware of cheating rumors, and from whom?

Hov vece the mock exams proctored? What code of honor, if any, does

the Licensee specifically expect its students in training programs

to adhere to, and how is this expressed to students or monitored?

Why was not more action taken against 'the operator who assisted

cheating in July,19797

The Licensee's request to the Commission that its operators

not be retested is in our view the single most damning piece of

the entire epist .e other than the fact of cheating itself. This

Licensee persi ,ently attempts to hold the NRC responsible for failures

committed by the Licensee and its e=ployees. (For example, their

4 billion dollar suit against the NRC) And they would like to retain

to themselves the decisions on the adequacy of nuclear safety. We

think they have it backwards.

The NRC cannot hope to regulate nuclear safety effecti'vely

in the role that this Licensee would have it assume. Until GPU Nuclear
!

reforms its atj;itude, it is not a fit candidate for a license. The

Board should enquire ;of Mr. Deickamp what he views as the, propeI

management role of a nuclear utility and judge whether that attitude

can support the re-issuance of the suspended license.
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